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 Introduction
Bounded arithmetic has been a fruitful way to relate complexity classes with logical theories and
propositional proof systems. For example Paris and Wilkie showed that proofs of Π1-sentences
in the theory I∆0, Robinson arithmetic with induction on ∆0-formulae, translate to classes of
polynomial-size Hilbert-Frege proofs of bounded depth and, conversely, that the soundness of
bounded-depth Hilbert-Frege systems can be proved in I∆0 [].

In this work we introduce theories of bounded arithmetic for various monotone and deep infer-
ence proof systems. Along the way we are required to draw on a blend of tools at both the high and
low level, including deep inference normalisation via graph rewriting, least fixed point operators,
and intuitionistic bounded arithmetic.

Deep inference proof complexity has received much aention in recent years, and the complex-
ity of the minimal system, KS, is considered as yet unresolved [] [] []. While an extension
of it, KS+, is known to quasipolynomially simulate Hilbert-Frege systems¹ there is neither such a
simulation known for KS nor some nontrivial lower bound separating the two systems.

So-called ‘analytic’ deep inference systems ([]) for propositional logic can be viewed as sub-
classes ofmonotone proofs, first introduced as sequent calculus proofs free of negation steps (MLK)
and studied in e.g. [] and [], and we exploit this correspondence in the present work.

e ideas we present, in fact, were at the heart of the design of quasipolynomial-size proofs of
the propositional pigeonhole principle in KS [],² and so we believe that our theories might be
useful for future research.

 Preliminaries
Propositional logic consists of connectives ⊥,∨,∧,⊃. A positive or monotone formula is one that
does not contain ⊃. First-order logic extends propositional logic in the usual way.

. Bounded arithmetic

We work in the language of Buss’ theories Si2, Ti2 [], i.e. the language of arithmetic together with
symbols | · | (length of binary representation), ⌊ ·

2⌋ (halve the argument and round down) and #
(where x#y = 2|x|·|y|).³ We also assume the presence of further nonlogical predicate symbols Rk

i ,
which we call nonarithmetic symbols.

¹Indeed, it is widely believed that in fact a polynomial simulation holds.
²Although in that work the arguments were presented internally to propositional logic.
³Due to the presence of #, we adopt quasipolynomial time as our model of feasible computation.





We work in a standard two-sided sequent calculus for first-order logic, denoted LK , extended
by an appropriate set negation-free initial rules (i.e. axioms) which can essentially be found in [].⁴
Unless otherwise mentioned, we always assume BASIC to be contained in any defined theories.

For a class of formulae X the induction and polynomial induction rules for X-formulae ϕ are
defined as follows:

Γ, ϕ(a) −→ ϕ(a+ 1),∆
X-IND −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Γ, ϕ(0) −→ ϕ(t),∆

Γ, ϕ(⌊a
2 ⌋) −→ ϕ(a),∆

X-PIND −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Γ, ϕ(0) −→ ϕ(t),∆

e theories Si2 and Ti2 are defined as ∆b
i -PIND and ∆b

i -IND respectively. e theories S2 and
T2 are defined as

∪
i S

i
2 and

∪
i T

i
2 respectively. It is known that Si2 ⊆ Ti2 ⊆ Si+1

2 , and so S2 = T2
[].⁵

Paris and Wilkie in [] defined a translation ⟨·⟩ of closed ∆0-formulae to (quasi)polynomial-
size propositional formulae, where nonarithmetic symbols are associated with propositional vari-
ables. ey essentially proved the following:⁶

eorem  (Paris-Wilkie) AT2-proof of aΠ1-sentence ∀x1, . . . , xd.ϕ(x⃗) induces a quasipolynomial-
time construction of bounded-depth sequent proofs of ⟨ϕ(n⃗)⟩n⃗∈Nd .

. Monotone and normal proofs

e seing we use is essentially due to Jeřábek in []: monotone proofs can be represented as
term rewriting derivations in the following system,

w : A ∧ B → A
w : A → A ∨ B

c : A → A ∧ A
c : A ∨ A → A s : A ∧ (B ∨ C) → (A ∧ B) ∨ C ()

modulo associativity and commutativity of ∧ and ∨ (denoted AC). A normal monotone proof is
one where all 1-steps occur before all 2-steps. We denote by M the rewriting system above and
by N the set of all normal monotone proofs.⁷

e (atomic) flow of a proof is the graph obtained by tracing the paths of all atoms, designating
nodes when atoms are created, destroyed or duplicated [].⁸

Using flows, normalisation of monotone proofs can be conducted in an entirely ‘syntax-free’
way. We denote the following graph-rewriting system norm:

→ → →

→ →

→ ()

ese steps can be lied to proofs: for a M-proof π, manipulating its flow via norm results in
the flow of a M-proof with same premiss and conclusion as π.⁹

norm is terminating and confluent, and its normal forms are precisely the flows of N-proofs
[] []. In particular we have the following result from []:

eorem  norm is weakly normalising in time polynomial in the number of paths in the input flow,
and so induces a normalisation procedure for M of this complexity.

⁴While the formulation referred to does include some occurrences of negation, these can be easily eliminated by simple
arithmetic identities, e.g. as done in [] and [].

⁵ Whether these inclusions are strict is an open problem.
⁶Paris andWilkie in fact worked with slightly different theories, I∆0 and I∆0+Ω1, but these only differ by the choice

of base language.
⁷For the sake of reducing prerequisites, we deal with M and N in this abstract rather than explicitly defining the

associated deep inference proof systems, KS+ and KS respectively.
⁸ese can be thought of as specialised versions of Buss’ flow graphs [].
⁹e proof of this relies somewhat crucially on an extension ofM by themedial rule [], as well as basic manipulations

with constants.





 Main results
Let∆+

0 be the class of positive∆0-formulae. We define the theoriesMS2 andMT2 as∆+
0 -PIND and

∆+
0 -IND respectively.¹⁰
We define positive least fixed point operators LFPf , in such a way that their closure functions¹¹

are bounded by f(x⃗).¹²

. From arithmetic to propositional proofs

Lemma  e translation ⟨·⟩ for closed ∆0-formulae can be extended to LFPf , inducing monotone
circuits with quasipolynomial-size

∧
,
∨

gates and depth O(f).

From here the translation from MT2 + LFPpolylog to M is a simple observation:

Proposition  (Extended Paris-Wilkie) A MT2 + LFPpolylog proof of a positive sequent ϕ(x⃗) −→
ψ(x⃗) induces quasipolynomial-size monotone proofs ⟨ϕ(n⃗)⟩ ∗−→

M
⟨ψ(n⃗)⟩.

e case for MS2 and N, however, relies on analysing the atomic flows of ⟨·⟩.

Lemma  e ⟨·⟩-translation of MS2 + LFPpolylog proofs have polylogarithmic length flows.¹³

We can now apply our normalisation result, m. , to obtain the following:

eorem  A MS2 + LFPpolylog proof of a positive sequent ϕ(x⃗) −→ ψ(x⃗) induces quasipolynomial-
size normal proofs ⟨ϕ(n⃗)⟩ ∗−→

N
⟨ψ(n⃗)⟩.

We also point out that using LFPpoly instead would allow us access to monotone circuits of
polynomial depth, and so corresponds to monotone proofs with extension.

. From propositional proofs to arithmetic

Unfortunately, the monotone seing in arithmetic does not allow us to readily conduct metamathe-
matical reasoning, and so it seems difficult (perhaps impossible) to prove soundness results within
MS2 and MT2 (+LFPpolylog).

erefore we introduce an intuitionistic hierarchy of theories in which to conduct metamath-
ematical reasoning. e idea here is to view intuitionistic logic as a “logic of proofs”. In this way
we can extend the PW-translation to deal with implication without breaking monotonicity.

Proof systems for intuitionistic theories coincide with usual ones, except with the proviso that
at most one formula occurs on the right of a sequent.¹⁴

Define ∆Ij
0 as the class of ∆0 formulae whose le implication depth¹⁵ is at most j. We define

the systems IjS2 and IjT2 as ∆Ij
0 -PIND and ∆

Ij
0 -IND respectively.

It is not difficult to see, at the level of theories, that I0S2 = MS2 and I0T2 = MT2. More
interestingly, I1S2 also translates to small M-proofs:

eorem  An I1S2+LFPpolylog proof of a positive sequent ϕ(x⃗) −→ ψ(x⃗) induces quasipolynomial-
size monotone proofs ⟨ϕ(n⃗)⟩ ∗−→

M
⟨ψ(n⃗)⟩.

¹⁰Notice that, in the absence of negation for nonarithmetic symbols, it is no longer clear that MS2 = MT2.
¹¹is is the number of times the inductive definition needs to be applied to reach a fixed point.
¹²Notice that these can even be designed by simply internalising a ‘clock’ in the inductive definitions.
¹³is is due to the fact that each PIND-step only multiplies the length of a flow by a logarithm.
¹⁴We point out that previous work on intuitionistic bounded arithmetic has included only positive induction [] [], in

order to conduct realisability arguments. ese, in fact, simulate the full power of non-positive induction in the absence of
nonarithmetic symbols.

¹⁵is is the largest number of times a path chooses the le branch of a ⊃ symbol in the formula tree.





e idea here is that a proof π of I1S2 of a ∆Ij
0 sequent,

A1(x⃗) ⊃ B1(x⃗), . . . , Ak(x⃗) ⊃ Bk(x⃗) −→ A(x⃗) ⊃ B(x⃗)

is translated to a quasipolynomial-time transformation,

⟨π⟩ :

A1(n⃗)
Φ1

∥∥∥∥
B1(n⃗)

, . . . ,
Ak(n⃗)
Φk

∥∥∥∥
Bk(n⃗)

 7→
A(n⃗)
Φ
∥∥∥∥

B(n⃗)

for arbitrary monotone derivations Φi of the given format.¹⁶ Complexity is generated by le-
contraction steps, which correspond to dag-like behaviour in an MLK-proof, e.g.

π
. . .
... . .
.

A ⊃ B,A ⊃ B −→ C ⊃ D
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

A ⊃ B −→ C ⊃ D

⇝ ⟨π′⟩ where ⟨π′⟩(Φ) := ⟨π⟩(Φ,Φ)

However PIND, again, ensures the graphs of these proofs have only polylogarithmic length, and
so can be transformed in quasipolynomial-time to tree-like MLK, i.e. M proofs.

It turns out that this theory contains just enough negation to obtain a converse result:

eorem  (Reflection) I1S2 + LFPpolylog proves the soundness of M.

As one would expect, we also have that I1T2 corresponds to dag-like MLK, in the same way.

 Further work and conclusions
We gave uniform versions of monotone and analytic deep inference proof systems, in the seing
of bounded arithmetic. is constituted an application of least fixed points, deep inference proof
normalisation and intuitionistic bounded arithmetic to propositional proof complexity. In the case
of monotone proofs we were able to also prove a converse result.

We believe that the set of provably total functions in all our theories is the polynomial hierarchy,
due to prior results on ‘intuitionistic’ bounded arithmetic [] [] where only positive induction is
used. However this is perhaps not as meaningful in the presence of nonarithmetic symbols in our
seings.

We do not yet have a full correspondence for N, and this reflects the difficulty in deep infer-
ence proof complexity of conducting any metamathematical reasoning at all in KS. One approach
might be to incorporate structural restrictions from linear logic, e.g. that induction formulae must
be exponential-free. While this might not be desirable from the point of view of reasoning, it might
allow us to conduct one-off proofs of soundness of various systems.

A more general question is that of the relative strength of our theories. In fact, we suspect that
the nonuniform monotone simulation of Hilbert-Frege proofs given in [] can be made uniform in
I1S2 + LFPpolylog, so that the hierarchy collapses to this level. ence, two natural questions arise:

. Are the inclusions MS2 + LFPpolylog ⊆ MT2 + LFPpolylog ⊆ I1S2 + LFPpolylog strict?

. Can a simpler purely logical proof be given of the collapse of the intuitionistic hierarchy,
perhaps to some IkS2 for some large, but finite k?

¹⁶Positive boolean combinations of implications are interpreted in the natural way.





Apositive answer to the second questionwould give a simple proof of the quasipolynomial-simulation
of Hilbert-Frege over monotone sequents by some ‘super-dag-like’ monotone system, or equiva-
lently propositional intuitionistic Hilbert-Frege systems of bounded implication depth.

is work further brings research in deep inference in line with the standards of mainstream
proof complexity. By studying restrictions of monotone systems we also somewhat contribute to
‘bridging the gap’ between weak systems and Hilbert-Frege systems, for which no nontrivial lower
bounds are known.
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